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How much dark matter is in the universe?

• Energy composition of the universe is experimentally known at the %-level 

➡The dark matter relic density highly constraints dark matter models
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[Planck 2018 - Aghanim et al. arXiv: 1807.06209 (astro-ph)] 



Computation of the DM freeze-out abundance 
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• Boltzmann equation in an expanding FLRW universe: 

           

• Take into account only the 0-th moment of the Boltzmann equation:     

   

• Neglecting quantum statistics and assuming kinetic equilibrium   gives in the freeze-out case: 

 

• Implement co-annihilation via  and  (kinetic equilibrium and same ) giving: 

 with 
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∼ e−(mi−mχ)/T [Gondolo and Gelmini, Nucl. Phys. B 360 (1991)]

[Edsjö and Gondolo, arXiv: 9704361 (hep-ph)] 



Theoretical uncertainties -  and heff geff
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➡10% difference in the final dark matter abundance [Saikawa and Shirai, arXiv: 2005.03544 (hep-ph)] 



Theoretical uncertainties -  before BBN H
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• Additional dark radiation:  

          

• Modification of  up to a factor 

ρD(T) = κDρSM(T0)( T
T0 )

nD

ΩCDMh2 105

[Arbey and Mahmoudi, arXiv: 0803.0741 (hep-ph)] 



Theoretical uncertainties - early kinetic decoupling
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• Solve Boltzmann equation on the level of 
the phase space distribution function  

 

 

∂t fχ − Hp∂p fχ = Cann + CFP

Cann = gχE∫
d3p̃

(2π)3
vσχ̄χ→f̄f [fχ,eq(E)fχ,eq(Ẽ) − fχ(E)fχ(Ẽ)]

CFP ≃
E
2

γ(T)[TE∂2
p + (p + 2T

E
p

+ T
p
E ) ∂p + 3]fχ

[Binder et al. arXiv: 1706.07433 (hep-ph)] 

[Binder et al. arXiv: 2103.01944 (hep-ph)] 



Theoretical uncertainties - higher-order corrections
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[Harz et al. arXiv: 1409.2898 (hep-ph)] 



The                                 project
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• The goal of the DM@NLO is to provide a consistent set of NLO corrections in SUSY-QCD (+resummation) for 
important (co)annihilation processes in the MSSM 

• Ultimate goal: use of DM@NLO within GAMBIT studies, make code public ... 

• Processes that have been included so far: 

✓   [Herrmann and Klasen, arXiv:0709.0043 (hep-ph); Herrmann et al. arXiv:0901.0481 (hep-ph), Herrmann et al. arXiv:0907.0030 (hep-ph); Herrmann et al. arXiv:1404.2931 (hep-ph)]

✓  [Harz et al. arXiv:1212.5241 (hep-ph), Harz et al. arXiv:1409.2898 (hep-ph)] 

✓  [Harz et al. arXiv:1410.8063 (hep-ph)]

✓  [Schmiemann et al. arXiv:1903.10998 (hep-ph)]

✓  [Branahl et al. arXiv:1909.09527 (hep-ph)]

✓  [Klasen et al. arXiv: 2210.05260 (hep-ph)]

χ̃χ̃′ → qq′ 

q̃χ̃ → qV/qg/HV

q̃q̃* → VV/HH/VH

q̃q̃′ → qq′ 

τ̃τ̃* → qq̄

t̃ t̃* → gg, qq̄



Stop-antistop annihilation into gluons and light quarks @ NLO
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• General structure of a NLO cross section: 

 

• Virtual corrections (a few examples): 

• Real corrections (a few examples):

σNLO = σTree + ∫ dσV + ∫ dσR

SciPost Physics Submission

Figure 1: A few example Feynman diagrams entering the virtual corrections.

which is a sum over all possible annihilation channels of sparticles into SM final states. The
Boltzmann suppression factor

neq
i

neq
�

⇠ exp
Å
�

mi �m�
T

ã
(4)

gives the insight that besides pure neutralino annihilation, other (co)-annihilation channels
can contribute significantly to the neutralino relic density if another sparticle is very close in
mass to the neutralino. A theoretically well-motivated candidate for the next-to-lightest super-
symmetric particle (NLSP) consistent with the observation of a SM-like 125GeV Higgs boson
is the lightest top squark t̃1, as the mass splitting between the two chiral supersymmetric part-
ners of a SM fermion is approximately proportional to the mass of the SM fermion, indicating
the largest splitting for the partners of the heaviest fermion in the SM, i.e. the top quark.
Another reason to consider light stops is that reconciling the increasing experimental limits on
the neutralino mass with the observed DM density requires a mechanism to bring down the
relic density which could be annihilation of the NSLP.

The integration of the Boltzmann equation in Eq. 2 and the computation of the associated
(co)-annihilation cross sections for generic models is nowadays a highly automatized process
which is performed by public tools such as MicrOMEGAs [3]. However, these tools calculate
the cross sections only at an (effective) tree level which is not a sufficient level of accuracy
as the inclusion of next-to-leading order (NLO) corrections can shift the predicted value of
the dark matter relic density beyond the experimental uncertainty of the Planck measurement.
The impact of SUSY-QCD corrections were for example examined in Ref. [4] for the case of
neutralino annihilation into heavy quarks. Thus, we extend the analysis of the impact of SUSY-
QCD corrections on the neutralino relic density to the processes t̃1 t̃⇤1 �! g g and t̃1 t̃⇤1 �! qq̄
with q denoting an effectively massless quark. These two processes have been implemented
simultaneously into the software package DM@NLO as they have to be combined at NLO in order
to obtain an infrared finite cross section.

2 Computational details of the SUSY-QCD corrections

The NLO cross section
�NLO = �Tree +��NLO (5)

in the strong coupling ↵s consists of the tree-level cross section (�v)Tree and the NLO correction

��NLO =
Z

2
d�V +
Z

3
d�R, (6)

which is further subdivided into virtual (d�V) and real corrections (d�R). As we use the metric
tensor gµ⌫ for the gluon polarization sum, the unphysical longitudinal polarizations of the
external gluons are subtracted by including Faddeev-Popov ghosts as asymptotic states. In Figs.
1 and 2 a few example Feynman diagrams for both kinds of corrections are showcased where
ghosts are represented as dotted lines and the arrows represent the ghost flow. The arising
divergences occurring in the loops and within the three-particle phase space integration are

2
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Figure 2: A few example diagrams entering the real corrections.

regularized via the SUSY-preserving four-dimensional helicity scheme in D = 4�2" dimensions
[5]. The ultraviolet divergences are then removed through a proper renormalization of fields,
masses and couplings. In order to make the phase space integration of the real emission
matrix element numerically accessible, the dipole subtraction method à la Catani-Seymour
[6] is used, which has recently been extended to massive initial states in Ref. [7], so that
it also applies to dark matter calculations. The central idea behind this subtraction method
is to construct from the known singular behavior of (SUSY)-QCD amplitudes in the soft and
collinear limit an auxiliary cross section d�A that cancels the infrared divergences in the real-
emission matrix element pointwise and is at the same time simple enough so that it can be
integrated analytically over the singular region allowing the cancellation of the infrared poles
in the virtual part. The subtraction procedure can be summarized symbolically as

��NLO =
Z

3

⇥
d�R
"=0 � d�A

"=0

⇤
+
Z

2


d�V +
Z

1
d�A

�

"=0
(7)

where the subscripts on the integrals refer to the dimensionality of the the phase space inte-
grals. An exchange of n gluons between the incoming stop-antistop pair leads to a correction
factor proportional to (↵s/v)n for small relative velocities v which means that these contribu-
tions become non-perturbative in the typical freeze-out regime and have to be resummed up
to all orders. This is the well-known Sommerfeld enhancement effect [8] and an analytical
treatment is achieved via the framework of non-relativistic QCD, resulting in the cross section
�Som. The full cross section �Full is obtained by matching the fixed-order calculation to the
resummed cross section. It is also possible to subtract the velocity enhanced part from virtual
corrections giving the "pure" NLO correction �N LO

v . For more computational details the reader
is referred to our paper [9].

3 Impact on the annihilation cross section and the relic density

In Fig. 3 the impact of the radiative corrections on the annihilation cross section as well on the
cosmologically preferred parameter region in the physical neutralino and stop mass plane is
shown for a currently viable pMSSM-19 scenario with a mass difference mt̃1

�m�̃0
1
= 10.6GeV

between the bino-like neutralino and the stop. Consequently, stop annihilation into gluons
is with 47% the largest contribution to the relic density for this scenario followed by stop
pair-annihilation into top quarks with 23 %. The pure NLO corrections without the velocity
enhanced part are below±3% so that the full cross section is in very good approximation given
by the Sommerfeld enhancement alone. However, the full corrections are still large enough
to shift the relic density beyond the uncertainty of Planck data, resulting in an increased stop
mass of 6.1GeV compared to the MicrOMEGAs result to compensate the increased effective
annihilation cross section. A more detailed discussion of the chosen scenario and the numer-
ical results also for the additional inclusion of NLO corrections to stop-pair annihilation and
neutralino-stop co-annihilation is available in [9].
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The dipole subtraction method à la Catani-Seymour
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• Auxiliary cross section:  

• Singular behaviour of  processes in the soft and collinear limit 

• Soft limit:  

         with the eikonal current   

• Collinear limit:  

• Dipole functions:  

• Phase space factorisation: 

ΔσNLO = ∫m+1
[dσR

ε=0 − dσA
ε=0] + ∫m [dσV + ∫1

dσA]
ε=0

2 → m + 1

m+1,a…⟨…, i, …, j…; a, … |…, i, …, j, …; a, …⟩m+1,a…
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⟶ − 4πμ2εαs m,a…⟨…, j, …; a, … |J†

μJμ |…, j, …; a, …⟩m,a…

Jμ = ∑
I

pμ
I

pI ⋅ pi

m+1,a…⟨…, i, j, …; a, … |…, i, j, …; a, …⟩m+1,a…
pi∥pj⟶

4πμ2ε

pi ⋅ pj
m,a…⟨…, ĩj, …; a, … | ̂Pĩj,i(z, k⊥; ε) |…, ĩj, …; a, …⟩m,a…

𝒟a
ij =

1
−2pi ⋅ pj

1
xij,a

m,a…⟨…, ĩj, …; ã, … |
Ta ⋅ Tij

T2
ij

Va
ij |…, ĩj, …; ã, …⟩m,a

∫ dϕm+1 (pi, pj, pk; pa + pb) θ(xij,a − x0) = ∫
1

x0

dx∫ dϕm (P(x), pk; pa + pb)∫ [dpi (Q2, x, zi)]



Comparison with the phase space slicing method
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• Phase space slicing method:  

• Advantages of the dipole subtraction method: no cutoff dependence, no separation of squared diagrams 
into collinear, soft and soft-collinear divergent contributions, easy to automatise (see e.g. AutoDipole, 
MadDipole), …

σR = σhard
non-coll(δs, δc) + σhard

coll (δs, δc) + σsoft(δs)

coll

hard
non-collσ

softσ
σhard II

T

δs

δc

[Harris and Owens, arXiv:0102128 (hep-ph)]



Sommerfeld enhancement 
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• For small relative velocities  between the incoming stop-antistop pair the annihilation cross section grows 
as  for the exchange of  potential gluons 

➡All order resummation within the framework of non-relativistic QCD 

• Solve Schrödinger equation for the one-loop QCD Coulomb potential 

        with the colour decomposition     

•Express Sommerfeld enhanced cross section through Sommerfeld factor 

v
(αs/v)n n

Ṽ[R]( ⃗q) = − C[R] 4παs(μC)
⃗q2 {1 +

αs(μC)
4π [β0 ln ( μ2

C

⃗q2 ) + a1]} 3 ⊗ 3̄ = 1 ⊕ 8
8 ⊗ 8 = 1 ⊕ 8S ⊕ 8A ⊕ 10 ⊕ 10 ⊕ 27

(σv)Som = S0,[8] ((σv)Tree
gg,[8S] + (σv)Tree

gg,[8A] + Nf(σv)Tree
qq̄,[8]) + S0,[1] (σv)Tree

gg,[1]

t̃1

t̃
∗

1

−→

t̃1

t̃
∗

1

• • •

[Sommerfeld, A. Annalen Phys.403, 257–330 (1931)]

[Kiyo et al. arXiv:0812.0919 (hep-ph)]



Impact on the annihilation cross section
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• Viable pMSSM-19 scenario: 

5

TABLE I: DR-parameters for the reference scenario in the pMSSM-19 defined at the scale QSUSY =
p
mt̃1mt̃2 where

mt̃1 and mt̃2 are in this case the DR tree-level masses, the associated pole masses of relevant particles, the bino
contribution Z11 to �̃

0
1

and the neutralino relic density. All dimensionful quantities are given in GeV.

M1 M2 M3 M
l̃L

M⌧̃L M
l̃R

M⌧̃R Mq̃L Mq̃3L MũR

1437.9 2739.6 3079.5 4034.1 3620.2 4075.12 2605.9 1773.2 2172.7 1816.1
M

t̃R
M

d̃R
M

b̃R
At Ab A⌧ µ mA0 tan� QSUSY

1424.3 1926.8 2913.0 2965.3 3050.7 2880.3 -1880.8 3742.2 34.9 1756.4

m
�̃
0
1

m
�̃
0
2

m
�̃
±
1

m
t̃1

m
t̃2

mg̃ m⌧̃1 mh0 mH0 Z11 ⌦
�̃
0
1
h
2

1435.7 1884.4 1882.9 1446.3 2248.0 3059.3 2613.5 124.0 3742.9 0.9976 0.1201

FIG. 2: Contribution of relevant processes that can be corrected by DM@NLO to the effective annihilation cross section
in the M1-Mt̃R plane around the chosen reference scenario which is highlighted with a red dot. The region where the
neutralino is not the LSP is marked in gray. The orange band indicates the parameter region that is consistent with
the Planck measurement given in Eq. (1) at the 2� confidence level based on the tree-level cross sections provided

by CalcHEP.

is important for large regions around the reference sce-
nario, we turn now to the numerical comparison between
our leading order cross sections for the two processes in
Eq. (6) and the ones from MicrOMEGAs 2.4.1 which are
all shown in Fig. 3. As a reminder that the values of
of the cross section impacts the relic density only in a
limited energy range, the Boltzmann distribution which
is involved in the computation of the thermally averaged
cross section at freeze-out temperature is shown in gray in

arbitrary units. One observes that our result is about 6%
larger for both processes which has two reasons. Firstly,
we set the renormalization scale which enters at tree-
level only through the strong coupling to µR = QSUSY
whereas MicrOMEGAs 2.4.1 sets the scale to twice the
dark matter mass µMO = 2m�̃0

1
which is larger than µR

for the investigated scenario and therefore corresponds to
a smaller strong coupling. Secondly, MicrOMEGAs 2.4.1
calculates the running of ↵s in the MS-scheme using the



Impact on the relic density
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is important for large regions around the reference sce-
nario, we turn now to the numerical comparison between
our leading order cross sections for the two processes in
Eq. (6) and the ones from MicrOMEGAs 2.4.1 which are
all shown in Fig. 3. As a reminder that the values of
of the cross section impacts the relic density only in a
limited energy range, the Boltzmann distribution which
is involved in the computation of the thermally averaged
cross section at freeze-out temperature is shown in gray in

arbitrary units. One observes that our result is about 6%
larger for both processes which has two reasons. Firstly,
we set the renormalization scale which enters at tree-
level only through the strong coupling to µR = QSUSY
whereas MicrOMEGAs 2.4.1 sets the scale to twice the
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for the investigated scenario and therefore corresponds to
a smaller strong coupling. Secondly, MicrOMEGAs 2.4.1
calculates the running of ↵s in the MS-scheme using the

6

three-loop formula in Ref. [47] with six active flavors
and the SM particle content only whereas DM@NLO uses
the four-loop formula from Ref. [48] in the DR-scheme
[49] with six active flavors and contributions from the
complete MSSM mass spectrum [50]. Considering only
these two differences in the computation, the ratio should
be identical for both processes, but this is not the case as
MicrOMEGAs also takes into account electroweak contribu-
tions with a photon or a Z

0 propagator for the process
with a quark-antiquark pair in the final state.

Through comparison of the different color contribu-
tions to the combined leading order cross section depicted
in Fig. 3 with the partial wave expansion

�v = s0 + v
2
s1 +O(v4) (17)

of a general velocity-weighted annihilation cross section
�v, it becomes apparent that the singlet and symmetric
octet contributions to the cross section with two exter-
nal gluons are dominated by the S-wave component s0

since they remain almost constant in v, whereas the an-
tisymmetric octet part of the same process and the octet
contribution to the quark-antiquark process take an in-
ferior role and are suppressed at threshold corresponding
to the S-wave and P -wave component s1.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS OF THE
RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS

In this section, we discuss the technical details of our
SUSY-QCD corrections at O(↵s) as well as the Sommer-
feld enhancement. The NLO cross section

(�v)NLO = (�v)Tree +�(�v)NLO (18)

with the NLO correction

��
NLO =

Z

2

d�V +

Z

3

d�R (19)

consists of virtual d�V and real corrections d�R. The
integration domain of the integrals refers to the num-
ber of final-state particles. Both contributions have

TABLE II: Dominant annihilation channels
contributing to

�
⌦h2

��1 for the scenario in Tab. I.
Further contributions below 2% are omitted.

Channel Contribution
t̃1 t̃

⇤
1 ! g g 47%

t̃1 t̃1 ! t t 23%

�̃
0
1 t̃1 ! g t 7%

t̃1 t̃
⇤
1 ! � g 7%

t̃1 t̃
⇤
1 ! t t̄ 5%

t̃1 t̃
⇤
1 ! Z

0
g 2%

DM@NLO total [20, 22] 77%

been calculated and verified with the publicly available
tools FeynArts 3 [51], FeynCalc 9 [52], Tracer [53] and
FormCalc 9 [54].

A. Virtual corrections and renormalization

The virtual amplitudes consist of propagator (self-
energy), vertex and box corrections. Naively one might
assume that the box corrections for the process with two
final-state gluons are independent and UV finite on their
own. However, they turn out to be UV divergent and
fall under the renormalization of the four-squark-gluon
vertex. All corresponding Feynman diagrams are shown
in Figs. (4) to (12). We subtract the longitudinal gluon
polarizations again through ghosts, i.e. the interference
of the tree-level matrix element with the virtual ampli-
tudes for the process with two gluons in the final state
summed over the final-state polarizations can be written
as

2Re
⇥
(MTree⇤

gg )µ⌫MNLO
gg,µ⌫ � S

Tree⇤
1

S
NLO
1

� S
Tree⇤
2

S
NLO
2

⇤

(20)

where some of the ghost corrections making up the ghost
amplitudes S

NLO
i (i = 1, 2) are shown in Figs. (9)

and (10). These diagrams are regulated dimensionally
in D = 4 � 2" dimensions within the supersymmetry
preserving four-dimensional helicity scheme [55–57] so
that UV and IR divergences appear as poles of the form
"
�1 and "

�2. The standard Passarino-Veltman reduc-
tion [58, 59] is used to express the one-loop amplitudes
in terms of the well-known scalar integrals A0, B0, C0, D0

[60–62]. The �
5-matrix which enters through the squark-

quark-gluino coupling is treated in the naive scheme, i.e.
we assume that �5 still anti-commutes with all �-matrices
in D dimensions. The Levi-Civita symbols that occur
then through traces of �5 with four or more �-matrices
during the evaluation of diagrams with top quarks as
virtual particles are directly set to zero since they van-
ish anyway when being contracted with the external mo-
menta. The UV divergences that appear in the virtual
corrections are removed through the renormalization of
fields, masses and the strong coupling. Within our cal-
culation, a hybrid on-shell/DR renormalization scheme
is employed where At, Ab, mt̃1 , mb̃1

, mb̃2
along with the

heavy quark masses mt, mb are treated as independent
input parameters so that the mixing angles ✓t̃1 , ✓t̃2 and
the mass of the heavier stop mt̃2 depend on their defini-
tion. The trilinear couplings of the third generation, the
bottom quark mass and the strong coupling are renormal-
ized in the DR scheme while the on-shell scheme has been
chosen for the top mass and the input squark masses.
This particular scheme resembles the RS2 scheme intro-
duced in Ref. [63] and was found to be robust over large
regions of the parameter space for (co)-annihilations in-
volving stops in a series of previous analyses [19, 20].
Since the renormalization of the gluon and the squark
sector as well as the treatment of the bottom mass and



Relic abundance from full Boltzmann equation  
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• Boltzmann equation: 

 

• General parameterization for a  process: 

 

➡But:  scaling of the runtime  appropriate gridding and interpolation techniques are inevitable 

• Even more technical problems related to the full collision term: 

- Inclusion of higher-order corrections when including statistical factors  finite temperature dipole method 
(relevant for relativistic freeze-out or freeze-in)  

- -channel singularities in scattering diagrams  regularisation via thermal self-energy

L̂[ fχ] = ∂t fχ − Hp∂p fχ =
d
dt

fχ ⟶
d
dt

fχ(q/a, t) = Ĉ[ fχ]

2 → 2

Ccoll [f1] =
1

(2π)4E1 ∫
dp2p2

2

2E2 ∫
dp3p2

3

2E3 ∫
1

−1
dcos θ1 ∫

x2

x1

dcos θ2
|ℳ(s, t) |2

a(cos θ2 − x1)(cos θ2 − x2)
Θ(b2 − 4ac)Λ( f1, f2, f3, f4)

𝒪(N5) ⟶

⟶

t ⟶

[Hannestad and Madsen, arXiv: 9506015 (astro-ph)]

[Grzadkowski et al. arXiv: 2108.01757 (hep-ph)]

[Iglicki, arXiv: 2212.00561 (hep-ph)] 



DarkPhaseSpace vs   DRAKE
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• Real Singlet Scalar as dark matter:  

‣ DarkPhaseSpace:  

‣ DRAKE:  

ℒ = ℒSM +
1
2

∂μS∂μS −
1
2

μ2
SS2 −

λS

2
S2H†H −

η
4!

S4

𝒪(min)

𝒪(h)
PRELIMINARY



Main messages
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• For the standard relic density calculation (e.g. MicrOMEGAs): experimental uncertainty < theoretical uncertainty  %-level theoretical 
error is too strict 

• Higher-order corrections often shift relic density beyond the experimental uncertainty 
 DM@NLO provides NLO corrections for large number of annihilation processes in the MSSM (reduction to simplified DM model is 

possible) 

• Good news: full NLO corrections for dark matter models containing coloured scalars are negligible, the Sommerfeld enhancement is 
sufficient  

• Number density approach is not sufficient for models with a strong velocity dependence  
necessary to develop fast tools for the evolution of the  phase space distribution function  

• Solution of the full Boltzmann equation is especially interesting in the freeze-in/freeze-out transition regime

⟶

⟶

⟶



Backup - Scale variation
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